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the app will download a new icon from sygic servers and will reboot. when the app starts after a
reboot, it will see if a license file with the same activation code as in the text file is located. if not, it
will try to install it, otherwise it will continue without a license file. the license file that we will install
must be located in the folder where the.mlm file is located. the installed license file must be named
license.mlm, the same name that is used to create a.mlm file. next, you must edit the application
settings and select the license that you installed before. if it is first time that you activate the
license, you will be asked to select an option to help sygic to check for compatibility issues with your
device. after selecting the option, you will receive a notification on your phone that the license is
valid. you can proceed to the next step. if you've come to this page then there's something wrong
with your license allocation. please look at the steps below to be able to rectify the problem yourself
and remove the need for our support team to investigate the issue. please also note that there is no
support available to remove the problem you're seeing. then proceed to the next page and press
"transfer license" link. the license will be transferred to the new device and the license remains valid
for the lifetime of the payment plan. please note though that you must first have received the
activation code to the new device and the new device must be logged into google play store with the
same google account as the original device.
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with license assignment you can select and bind a navigation license to a single unique device
identifier or a unique user name. please note that the assigned license can not be deactivated within
the bls interface. to deactivate the license the navigation device should be switched off. the user can
select purchased product and then assign license fromthe navigation device back menu to assign a
license to it. the license list is appeared in dialog as shown below. double click on the item to select
the license. the license file must be located on the device itself and it must be a xml file. check the
file type requirements the following example shows the dialog that allows to select the assign to

product. sygic gps navigation 11.2.6 android activation code the license file must be located on the
device itself and it must be a xml file. check the file type requirements. sygic is often requested to
replace a navigation device by a new one.the navigation will be activated automatically using the
process shown below. the navigation device should be switched off, until it is confirmed that the

license has been activated (checked in the device profile). this will be the result of the deactivation
process when the navigation device is switched on again or by external application. after you've
succeeded creating a new project with an available template, your first project needs to be the

billing project. the default template (when you're using the forms app template) is created with a
user named sygic (otherwise named by your company). what you need to do is that you'll need to
make sure you used a "default" user when creating your project. you can do this by opening an old
project where the user is sygic and use this user as a template for your new project. 5ec8ef588b
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